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place if the case workers are entitled to decide the tasks to perform as well as their ordering. In the recent CMMN (Case 
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1. Introduction 

The notion of case has inspired the recent CMMN (Case Management Model and Notation) standard5. A case is a 
situation that requires a customized treatment and the participants in the case are in charge of making such 
customization, which often relies on the possibility that the number and the order of execution of tasks can be 
decided by their performers. This is a sharp difference from routines, in which the choice of the paths in the process 
is carried out automatically on the basis of predefined rules. The standard notation for routines is BPMN1. 

A case involves both a process and an information structure on which the tasks defined in the process operate. 
CMMN assumes that the information (documents and data) needed by a case is collected in a hierarchical structure 
called case file; the access to the components of the case file (called case file items) is granted to the participants in 
the case on the basis of the roles they play. In CMMN the case process is made up of stages which are groupings of 
tasks; the opening and closing of stages are based on events, such as the completion of a task, the achievement of a 
milestone, a change in the case file, a time event or a human decision. The notion of discretionary task is stressed as 
a means to introduce flexibility in the process. 

However, the standard leaves some open issues, such as the determination of the performers of the tasks, and the 
definition of the inputs and outputs of the tasks in terms of the case file items affected. To address these issues, this 
paper proposes an extension to CMMN in which stages represent states of information items: a stage is then part of 
the life cycle of the information items of a given type. In fact, recent research in the domain of the artifact-oriented 
perspective9 has stressed that the information structure of a process may include components having their own life 
cycles. Representing these life cycles improves the understanding of the overall model in that the life cycle of the 
case builds upon the life cycles of its components4. 

The proposed extension relies on the introduction of an information model that shows the types of the information 
entities making up the structure of the case; attributes of types and relationships between types are also specified. In 
addition, the information model includes the roles involved in the process and the relationships between role types 
and information types.  

The benefits of the extension are as follows. The association of a stage with an information type means that at run 
time the stage will be related to a number of entities of that type; this group of entities, referred to as scope of the 
stage, provides the inputs for the tasks included in the stage. In addition, the input entities can be put in relation with 
the performers of tasks by leveraging the relationships between information types and role types. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is about the related work.  Section 3 presents an example that 
concerns the handling of papers submitted to conferences. Section 4 illustrates the top stage of the process while 
section 5 addresses the inner stages. Section 6 contains the conclusion. 

 

2. Related work 

The notion of case management has evolved over years11 and several flavors have been proposed as documented 
by a number of recent surveys6,8,13,14. 

The main goal is to address knowledge-intensive processes where flexibility is of paramount significance. 
Flexibility means that the execution of tasks can be decided by the case workers, and is not subjected to a rigid 
control flow as it occurs in routines, which are best addressed by BPMN. Flexibility also means the capability to 
react to changes affecting the underlying information structure of the case. Various approaches have been 
compared12 on the basis of eight key performance indicators7.  

The recent standard CMMN5 has its roots in the Guard-Stage-Milestone approach10 (GSM) which is data-centric 
and as such it emphasizes the business entities involved in the process and their life cycles9. The major components 
of GSM are the artifacts, which contain informational aspects (attributes and associations), life cycles and 
coordination items (events and rules). While the approach is very flexible, its major drawback is the difficulty to 
figure out what the actual flow of activities is. Moreover, tasks are not first-class citizens in that they are 
intermediated by calls to external services. 

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.procs.2017.11.014&domain=pdf
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CMMN provides a simpler notation than GSM but data are not included in the process model. Therefore, the data 
flow is not included in the process model and the main function of stages is to decompose the model into groups of 
interrelated tasks. 

The purpose of the extension illustrated in this paper is to reintroduce the life cycles of the major components of 
the case structure so as to show the data flow affecting the tasks. The explicit representation of the dataflow in 
business process models has also been discussed in previous papers2,3 of the author. 

3. Description of the example 

This section presents the case that will be used to illustrate the proposed extension. It concerns the handling of 
papers submitted to a conference and is divided into a number of phases (stages) as follows. In the submission 
period, authors may submit papers (up to 2); they may also update or withdraw their papers. Each paper is then 
assigned by the chair to three reviewers and when all the assignments have been fulfilled, the chair decides the 
acceptance or rejection of papers. The authors of the accepted papers are in charge of providing the final versions of 
the papers and of registering them. Only the papers registered will be included in the conference.  

At the beginning, there is a setup phase in which the chair may enter the basic information on the conference and 
the important dates. As the case goes on, the chair can modify the dates, update the information on the conference as 
well as appoint the reviewers. The important dates establish the beginning (d1) and the end (d2) of the submission 
period, the deadlines for the provision of reviews (d3), the assessment (d4) and the registration (d5) of papers. 

The structure of a case is defined by means of an information model, which is basically a UML class model16. 
The information model of the example is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 
 
 
Classes represent information entities or participant roles; stereotypes are used to assign specific meanings to 

them. The primary class (marked by stereotype <<c>>) represents the primary entity of the information structure: all 
the others classes are connected either directly or indirectly to the primary class. As a consequence, at run time all 
the entities different from the primary entity will be connected either directly or indirectly to the primary entity. The 
primary class is Conference and contains several attributes: for simplicity, only the five important dates and the 
conference title are considered. The other information classes are Paper and Assignment. 

The role classes are Chair, Reviewer and Author. Three kinds of roles are considered: the case manager role 
(whose stereotype is <<m>>), the public roles (<<p>>) and the internal roles (<<r>>). All the participants in a case 
are represented by role entities that are associated with the primary entity. During the evolution of the case they may 
get associated with other information entities as well; for instance, authors are linked to the papers they entered, and 
reviewers to their assignments. The chair, who plays the case manager role, is associated with the primary entity 
when the case is instantiated. The reviewers, who play an internal role, are involved in the case by the chair. The 

Figure 1. Information model of the example 
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authors, who play a public role, must first join the case (this is a system operation) and then they can perform the 
tasks related to the Author role. 

4. The top stage of the process 

The case process is made up of stages hierarchically organized. The top stage represents the complete process. A 
stage has three major attributes: its name, the name of the information class whose life cycle it is part of and an 
optional timing constraint. Stages are depicted as rectangles with rounded corners. The top stage of the example is 
shown in Fig. 2. It includes six sub-stages, 5 collapsed and one expanded. If the stage is collapsed, its name appears 
inside the icon. If an information class name is missing in a sub-stage, it is assumed to be equal to the one of the 
enclosing stage; therefore, all the sub-stages in Fig. 2 are associated with the Conference class.  

Timing constraints are used to specify the start date and the end date of stages. For example, the stage paper 
submissions takes place in the period established by the important dates d1 and d2.  If the end date is missing, the 
stage is closed as a consequence of an ending condition indicated in the stage. If the start date is missing, the stage is 
started when the preceding stage has been closed. 

The scope of a stage is the entity (or the group of entities) forming the inputs of the tasks included in the stage. 
The scope of the top stage is the primary entity, i.e., a conference entity in the example under consideration. When a 
new instance of process handling paper submissions is started by the case management system, it is associated with 
the primary entity, i.e., a conference entity. The conference entity may have been initialized before with a setup 
operation; for example, the chair can enter the important dates as well as the basic information on the conference 
through the setup operation. 

Stage updates is shown in the expanded form: it contains three tasks to be carried out by the chair. Tasks are 
depicted as rectangles with their names inside. The name is followed by the execution mode: it establishes whether 
the task is mandatory or optional and whether it may be repeated or not. The execution mode takes one of these 
three forms: a range (l..h), character ‘n’ or character ‘*’. The lower limit of the range may be 1 (if the task is 
mandatory) or 0 (if it is optional); the higher limit is an integer number >= l. Character ‘n’ (‘*’) means that the task 
is mandatory (optional) and may be repeated a number of times that is not predetermined. If the execution mode is 
missing, the task is mandatory and non-repeatable.  

 

 
 
 
 
The role, e.g. Chair, of the performers entitled to perform the tasks is shown by the label near the task icons. 
The sub-stages of the top stage form two concurrent paths. A path is a connected graph made up of stages: it has 

exactly one initial stage, i.e., a stage with no input arcs, and one or more completion stages (i.e., stages having no 
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output arcs). The output arcs point to the next stages; if a stage is followed by two or more stages, conditions are 
associated with the output arcs so that a choice can be made when the stage finishes.  

A stage finishes when the end date has expired or the ending condition has become true; the ending condition, if 
any, is associated with the stage. When the top stage is instantiated, it is associated with the primary entity of the 
case and becomes active. As a consequence, the initial stages of its inner paths become potentially active: they are 
immediately active if they have no starting dates or they will become active at their starting dates. Sub-stage updates 
is immediately active, while paper submissions will be active on the day established by d1 (an attribute of the 
primary entity). When a stage is active, all the tasks and stages included become potentially active.  

The upper path, referred to as the Paper path, is the main one and shows how submissions are handled.  The other 
path consists of task updates which enables the chair to modify the dates or the information on the conference while 
the main path is going on. In addition, the chair can add reviewers to the case.  

Tasks can operate on the entities belonging to the scope of the enclosing stage. For example, the post-condition 
written in natural language of task appoint reviewers could be as follows: a number of Reviewer entities have been 
generated and connected to the conference entity. The term “conference entity” denotes the entity in the scope of 
stage updates; it is the input entity of the task.  

Tasks are performed by the participants in the case who play the role required and are associated with the input 
entity (or entities). The chair who can perform the tasks in stage updates is the one associated with the conference.  

5. Inner stages 

The expansion of the first three stages of the Paper path is shown in Fig. 3.  
When paper submissions becomes active, task enter paper and sub-stage entered get enabled. Stage entered is 

the initial stage of the Paper life cycle; its scope is initially empty.  
Task enter paper is a generative task in that its effect is to add a new paper entity to the case; this is shown by the 

label new attached to its output arc. Whenever enter paper is performed, a new paper becomes part of the scope of  
stage entered. This stage contains two tasks, modify paper and withdraw paper, which enable the authors to act on 
their papers. Task modify paper does not change the stage of the paper, while withdraw paper brings the paper into 
stage withdrawn, which is a final stage of the Paper life cycle. A final stage is shown collapsed in that it contains no 
tasks and is marked with a small black circle.    

If a paper is not withdrawn, it remains in stage entered, which is not a final stage. However, when the enclosing 
stage paper submissions finishes, all the papers in stage entered need to be moved into the next stage of the Paper 
life cycle. The next stage is named submitted and is not managed in the current container: for this reason, it is shown 
collapsed in that its tasks are not active in the current container and is marked with a small white circle. Stage 
submitted is managed in stage paper assignments. An arc from a normal stage (i.e., a stage that is neither a final 
stage nor an unmanaged one) to an unmanaged stage, such as the arc from entered to submitted, shows the 
connection between two stages (of the same life cycle) belonging to different containers. 

As to the performers of the tasks in stage paper submissions, task enter paper may be carried out by the authors 
associated with the conference entity (the input of the task). A new author must first join the conference (and this is 
a feature of a public role such as Author) and then they will be entitled to enter a paper; as a consequence the newly 
generated paper will be associated with its author. The post-condition of the task is as follows: a new paper has been 
generated and connected to the conference and the author.   

While the scope of stage paper submissions includes only the conference entity, the scope of stage entered 
consists of the paper entities produced by task enter paper. The papers are associated with their authors and 
therefore each execution of tasks modify paper and withdraw paper acts on a paper entity and is carried out by the 
author associated with that entity; this rule leverages the relationships that are established in the information model 
between information types and role types. 
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When deadline d2 expires, stage paper submissions ends and stage paper assignments becomes active. Sub-stage 

submitted becomes active and task assign papers can act on the papers included in the scope of the stage: such 
papers were collected when submitted was an unmanaged sub-stage of stage paper submissions. 

The chair can assign papers to reviewers by producing assignments. Although the Chair entity is not directly 
linked to the paper entities, it is connected to them indirectly through the conference entity. To clarify the indirect 
connection, the derived relationship Paper - Chair = Paper - Conference - Chair can be added to the information 
model. 

In complex situations, a performer rule can be added to determine the intended performer of a task; in natural 
language, the rule for assign papers could be as follows: the performer of the execution of the task on the input 
papers is the chair of the conference the input papers belong to.  

Task assign papers generates three assignments for each input paper. The papers are then moved into the 
unmanaged stage assigned and the newly generated assignments enter stage unfulfilled, which is the initial stage of 
the Assignment life cycle. 

Task notify reviewers enables the chair to inform the reviewers, through emails, that the assignments are ready. It 
is subjected to the precondition that there are no more papers in stage submitted. The execution of this task ends the 
stage: this consequence is expressed by an output arc with no destination. Such an arc is a graphical representation 
of the ending condition related to the completion of a task.  

Stage paper reviews has two concurrent paths concerning the Assignment life cycle and the Paper one. Task 
fulfill assignment enables reviewers to fulfill their assignments and moves the assignments into the final stage 
fulfilled. Task advance paper is an automatic one in that it has no role associated. It moves a paper having all its 
three associated assignments fulfilled from stage assigned to stage reviewed which is an unmanaged stage. 

The stage finishes when the ending condition becomes true; this occurs when the number of papers which are still 
in stage assigned amounts to zero. 
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is immediately active, while paper submissions will be active on the day established by d1 (an attribute of the 
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The upper path, referred to as the Paper path, is the main one and shows how submissions are handled.  The other 
path consists of task updates which enables the chair to modify the dates or the information on the conference while 
the main path is going on. In addition, the chair can add reviewers to the case.  

Tasks can operate on the entities belonging to the scope of the enclosing stage. For example, the post-condition 
written in natural language of task appoint reviewers could be as follows: a number of Reviewer entities have been 
generated and connected to the conference entity. The term “conference entity” denotes the entity in the scope of 
stage updates; it is the input entity of the task.  

Tasks are performed by the participants in the case who play the role required and are associated with the input 
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label new attached to its output arc. Whenever enter paper is performed, a new paper becomes part of the scope of  
stage entered. This stage contains two tasks, modify paper and withdraw paper, which enable the authors to act on 
their papers. Task modify paper does not change the stage of the paper, while withdraw paper brings the paper into 
stage withdrawn, which is a final stage of the Paper life cycle. A final stage is shown collapsed in that it contains no 
tasks and is marked with a small black circle.    

If a paper is not withdrawn, it remains in stage entered, which is not a final stage. However, when the enclosing 
stage paper submissions finishes, all the papers in stage entered need to be moved into the next stage of the Paper 
life cycle. The next stage is named submitted and is not managed in the current container: for this reason, it is shown 
collapsed in that its tasks are not active in the current container and is marked with a small white circle. Stage 
submitted is managed in stage paper assignments. An arc from a normal stage (i.e., a stage that is neither a final 
stage nor an unmanaged one) to an unmanaged stage, such as the arc from entered to submitted, shows the 
connection between two stages (of the same life cycle) belonging to different containers. 

As to the performers of the tasks in stage paper submissions, task enter paper may be carried out by the authors 
associated with the conference entity (the input of the task). A new author must first join the conference (and this is 
a feature of a public role such as Author) and then they will be entitled to enter a paper; as a consequence the newly 
generated paper will be associated with its author. The post-condition of the task is as follows: a new paper has been 
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While the scope of stage paper submissions includes only the conference entity, the scope of stage entered 
consists of the paper entities produced by task enter paper. The papers are associated with their authors and 
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The last two stages of the Paper path are shown in Fig. 4. 
Stage paper assessments enables the chair to either accept or reject papers and then to inform the authors with 

emails. Task notify authors is an ending task like task notify reviewers in stage paper assignments; its precondition 
is that the number of papers still in stage reviewed is 0.  

The last stage, paper finalizations, allows authors to provide the final versions of accepted papers and then to 
register the finalized papers in the conference. Task enter registration moves a finalized paper into stage registered. 
The stage ends when the container stage ends, i.e., when deadline d5 expires. If there are still papers in stages 
accepted or finalized, they are automatically moved into the final stage incomplete. Only the registered papers will 
be included in the conference. 

 
 

 
  
 
 
 

6. Conclusion 

This paper has elaborated on the notion of stage, which CMMN mainly uses to provide a functional top-down 
decomposition, thus losing the lifecycle orientation of the GSM approach it has been inspired by. 

An extension has been proposed in which stages are associated with entity types, such as Conference or Paper. 
The stages referring to the same entity type define the life cycle of such entities. Tasks are shown inside stages and 
then they take the entities in the stages they belong to as the input ones. The stages of the output entities are 
indicated by the output links of the tasks.  

The entity types along with their relationships and attributes are shown in a companion information model: this 
enables the pre and post-conditions of the tasks to be easily expressed.  

The overall structure of the process retains the hierarchical approach of CMMN with the difference that the 
stages indicate which information entities they are related to. The process results from the interweaving of the life 
cycles of the entity types of the case. 

Further work is developing in two directions. The aim of one direction is to define the work structure of the 
participants in terms of a workspace instead of a work list. The purpose is to give participants more visibility on the 
case and this was the objective of case handling17, a precursor of case management. 

The other direction is to evolve CMMN towards social business process management15. One of the issues is to 
improve the collaboration among participants so that they can attain a common understanding of the problem under 
consideration through the tools provided by the case management system. 
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